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Last Ocean: Paradies am Ende der Welt [The Last Ocean]

Young, Peter. Last Ocean: Paradies am Ende der Welt. New Zealand: Sunfilm Entertainment, 2012. HD, 83
min. https://youtu.be/bKQUmlV6cSk.
The Ross Sea, Antarctica is the most pristine stretch of ocean on Earth. A vast, frozen landscape
that teems with life – whales, seals and penguins carving out a place on the very edge of existence.
Californian ecologist David Ainley has been traveling to the Ross Sea to study this unique
ecosystem for more than thirty years. He has written scientific papers describing it as a ‘living
laboratory’. Largely untouched by humans, it is one of the last places where the delicate balance of
nature prevails. But an international fishing fleet has recently found its way to the Ross Sea. It is
targeting Antarctic toothfish, sold as Chilean sea bass in up-market restaurants around the world.
The catch is so lucrative it is known as white gold. Ainley knows that unless fishing is stopped the
natural balance of the Ross Sea will be lost forever. He rallies his fellow scientists and meets up
with a Colorado nature photographer and New Zealand filmmaker who also share a deep passion
for this remote corner of the world. Together they form ‘The Last Ocean’ and begin a campaign
taking on the commercial fishers and governments in a race to protect Earth’s last untouched
ocean from our insatiable appetite for fish. (Source: Official Film Website )
© 2012 Tiberius Film GmbH. Trailer used with permission.
This film is available at the Rachel Carson Center Library (RCC, 4th floor, Leopoldstrasse 11a, 80802 Munich)
for on-site viewing only. For more information, please contact library@rcc.lmu.de.
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Further readings:
• Eastman, Joseph T, and Gert Hubold. "The Fish Fauna of the Ross Sea, Antarctica." Antarctic Science 11, no. 3 (1999):
293–304.
Related links:
• The Last Ocean Campaign http://www.lastocean.org/
• The Last Ocean Education Resource for Teachers http://www.lastocean.org/Education-Resource-__I.18087
• Related Scientific Papaers, Reports and
Publications http://www.lastocean.org/Publications/Scientific-Research-Papers-__I.419
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